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Executive Summary

This report addresses three general questions about teacher professional development in Chicago. First, what is effective teacher professional development? Second, to what extent do Chicago teachers experience effective professional development and where is there need for improvement? Third, what sources, means of delivery, and organizational supports, particularly at the school level, promote effective professional development? We present a model that defines effective professional development by frequent participation, quality pedagogy, and extended exposure to appropriate content. Analyzing data from 1997 and 1999 citywide teacher surveys, we found that professional development so defined is positively related to classroom instruction and to school-level orientation toward innovation.

We found encouraging evidence that Chicago teacher participation in professional development increased in 1997 and 1999 and that more teachers are experiencing high-quality professional development. Improvement is particularly noteworthy among teachers in Chicago’s lowest-achieving schools and among teachers in small schools. At the same time, we found that professional development experienced by substantial proportions of teachers lacks key pedagogical qualities that make it effective, including time to think about, try out, and evaluate new ideas in their classrooms, follow-up activities, and opportunities to work and learn with teachers from other schools. Moreover, some teachers who need the strongest support from high-quality professional development get less of it. These include high school teachers generally, beginning elementary school teachers, and teachers who work in large schools.

Teachers draw on many sources of professional development but they participate most frequently in school-based activity. We found that when teachers draw on a combination of sources, including teacher networks, external professional groups, and school-based activities, their professional development is overall of higher quality than when they draw primarily on only one source. We found greater participation and pedagogical quality than average in professional development experienced by teachers in probation schools and teachers in Annenberg schools, particularly at the elementary school level. Still, professional development in Chicago remains largely a fragmented and individualistic activity. Finally, we found that the quality of professional development can be promoted by principal leadership, school orientation toward innovation, and the strength of teacher professional community. At the same time, high-quality teacher professional development appears to strengthen these school-level supports in a mutually influential manner.

We conclude that professional development done well can help improve education for Chicago’s students, but effective professional development requires substantial support. Efforts to improve professional development should go beyond simply increasing teacher participation to improving pedagogical quality and promoting extended exposure to useful content. The sources and means by which professional development is delivered to teachers should be carefully assessed. School-level supports, including time, for teacher learning and instructional improvement should also be developed. Finally, attention should be given to how system-level policies and procedures support or constrain effective professional development and instructional improvement.
In 1993 Ambassador Walter Annenberg announced a $500 million challenge grant to improve public education in the United States. Cities wishing to receive a portion of that grant were invited to submit proposals describing how the funds would be used to stimulate educational innovation and collaboration in their public school systems. A group of Chicago school reform activists and education stakeholders, including parents, teachers, principals, community leaders, and foundation officers, organized to write a proposal to include Chicago among the sites receiving a grant. They were successful. In January 1995, the Annenberg Foundation awarded a five-year grant of $49.2 million to establish the Chicago Annenberg Challenge. An additional $100 million in matching funds was pledged by local donors. The Chicago Challenge has since been extended through 2001, a sixth year.

The Chicago Annenberg Challenge was organized to distribute and manage these monies among networks of schools and external partners throughout the city. Its mission is to improve student learning by supporting intensive efforts to reconnect schools to their communities, restructure schools, and improve classroom teaching. The Chicago Challenge funds networks and external partners that seek to develop academically successful schools through whole-school change, focusing particularly on three organizational problems—school and teacher isolation, school size and personalism, and time for learning and improvement. More than half of Chicago’s public schools will have participated at one time or another in an Annenberg-supported improvement effort by the end of 2001.

This report is one in a series of special topic reports developed by the Chicago Annenberg Research Project. This series focuses on key issues of concern to the Chicago Annenberg Challenge and to the improvement of Chicago’s public schools generally. It complements a series of technical reports that focuses specifically on the work and accomplishments of the Chicago Annenberg Challenge. Among the
Topics examined to date in the special topic report series are the quality of intellectual work in Chicago elementary schools; school instructional program coherence; school size; social support, academic press, and student achievement; the work of external partners in school improvement; classroom instruction and student achievement; and, in this report, teacher professional development.

The work of the Chicago Annenberg Research Project is intended to provide useful information to the Chicago Challenge and the schools and external partners who participate in its efforts to improve educational opportunities for Chicago’s children and youth. This work is also intended to expand public discussion about the conditions of education in the Chicago Public Schools and the kinds of efforts needed to advance meaningful improvement. This effort to stimulate new avenues of discussion about urban school improvement is an important aspect of Ambassador Annenberg’s challenge to engage the public more fully in school reform.
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I. The Need for Effective Teacher Professional Development

The argument is a familiar one, that efforts to improve schools and student learning will not get very far if we do not take seriously the need for teacher professional development.¹ For more than a century, teacher professional development has been viewed as an important means to support teachers and enhance their practice. At first considered necessary to correct the “deficiencies” of poor initial preparation, professional development was soon seen as an important means to “stimulate the general work of [all] teacher[s].”² By the mid-1970s, professional development was considered a way to support most efforts to improve teachers or schools.³ It was associated with the successful implementation of curricular and instructional innovations, and school organizational change.⁴ Now, teacher professional development is called a national imperative, the “missing link” to achieving America’s educational goals.⁵ It is believed to be particularly important for teachers in urban school systems, that serve large numbers and proportions of low-income, minority, and low-achieving students.

At the same time, teacher professional development has a long-standing reputation for poor quality and ineffective practice. In the 1940s and 1950s, professional development was characterized as “a waste of time” and “the slum of American education.”⁶ In 1996, the National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future criticized present practice as poorly designed, ill-conceived, and ineffective.⁷ While most observers note that not all professional development is terrible, this critique, offered by Matthew Miles of the Center for Policy Research, is fairly typical:

A good deal of what passes for “professional development” in schools is a joke—one that we’d laugh at if we weren’t trying to keep from crying. It’s everything that a learning [experience]
shouldn’t be: radically under-sourced, brief, not sustained, designed for “one size fits all,” imposed rather than owned, lacking any intellectual coherence, treated as a special add-on event rather than as part of a natural process, and trapped in the constraints of the bureaucratic system we have come to call “school.” In short, it’s pedagogically naïve, a demeaning exercise that often leaves its participants more cynical and no more knowledgeable, skilled, or committed than before.8

It is little wonder that national surveys of teachers find that professional development opportunities provided by schools and school districts are ranked among teachers’ least valuable sources of learning and help for addressing classroom problems.9

Few people question the need for effective professional development for Chicago Public School teachers. Chicago teachers confront growing challenges that call for effective professional development. They teach a student population that has become increasingly diverse racially, ethnically, culturally, academically, and linguistically. As students face higher standards for learning and increased accountability for their performance, teachers face increased pressure to help their students succeed. Demands on teachers are heightened by the stakes associated with student grade retention, and school probation and reconstitution. There is a growing imperative that teachers be more successful with retained students and the system’s persistently low-achieving students. The recent federal court order in Corey H. mandates greater inclusion of special education students in regular classrooms. Further, the State of Illinois recently passed legislation tying teacher re-certification to completion of 120 hours of professional development every five years.

More than a few principals point to lack of teacher knowledge and skills as a roadblock to school improvement. A number of principals also question whether their teachers have the skills to teach students at greatest risk of retention. Moreover, many teachers report that their professional development is inadequate to support changes introduced at their schools.

The CPS central administration recognizes the importance of teacher professional development. In a 1999 issue of Catalyst, a periodical devoted to issues of Chicago school reform, CPS Chief Education Officer Cozette Buckney wrote of the “urgent need” to support the development of every teacher in Chicago, arguing:

The single most important ingredient in student learning is the quality of teaching. With the right kind of teaching, and the right kind of support for teacher development, we know that all children can learn…. Anyone who supports improved student learning in Chicago should be supportive of every effort to support teacher preparation and development.10

Opportunities for teacher professional development abound in CPS. The system provides numerous professional development activities through its Teachers Academy for Professional Development, the Chicago Systemic Initiative for math and science education, and the Learning Technology Initiative. It provides support for beginning teachers and their veteran mentors through the Mentoring and Induction of New Teachers (MINT) program. The system provides teachers in its lowest-achieving schools opportunities for professional development through probation partners and managers, and points to its student learning goals and standards, model curricula, and centrally developed lesson plans as means to better “equip teachers for the classroom.”11 The system is also developing a new National Teaching Academy of Chicago, where young teachers will be taught by master teachers and where experienced teachers can find opportunities to keep up with changes in the field of education. Additional opportunities for teacher professional development come from the Chicago Teachers Union Quest Center, the Chicago Annenberg Challenge, the Teachers Academy for Math and Science (TAMS), and a myriad of independent school-level programs and projects, many associated with area colleges and universities, and providers from the private sector.
Still, teacher professional development in CPS has received its share of criticism. In 1998, Catalyst published a special issue on teacher professional development. This issue charged that despite the large amount of learning opportunities available to teachers, the system has no clear vision for teacher professional development and fails to support professional development adequately. It argued that teacher professional development is under-funded and that the system fails to provide adequate time for meaningful teacher learning and development. In a Chicago Tribune editorial that followed this special issue, Catalyst editor Linda Lenz concluded:

To be sure, there is a lot of professional development work going on in the system, some of it initiated by the Board but most arising from the private, non-profit sector. However, much of it falls short of what is needed in both quality and quantity. If Chicago’s kids are going to have any hope of reaching the high standards the school board has set for them, those shortcomings must be overcome.15

If there is a strong need for teacher professional development in Chicago and a will to do professional development well, three basic questions should be addressed. First, what makes professional development effective? Second, to what extent do Chicago teachers experience effective professional development and where is there need for improvement? And, third, what sources, means of delivery, and organizational supports, particularly at the school level, promote effective professional development? This report provides some answers to these questions.

We begin by presenting a model of effective teacher professional development. We turn to findings from the Chicago Annenberg Research Project that provide evidence of the effectiveness of this model for improving classroom instruction and promoting school orientation toward innovation. Next, we examine the characteristics of professional development experienced by different groups of Chicago teachers in 1997 and 1999, looking at how those characteristics reflect our model of effective professional development. Then, we examine the characteristics of professional development associated with different

---

**Principals’ Perceptions of the Need to Improve Teacher Effectiveness**

According to the 1999 citywide principal survey administered by the Consortium on Chicago School Research, 16 percent of principals reported that lack of knowledge and skills among teachers at their schools is a serious roadblock to school improvement. Another 48 percent considered lack of teacher knowledge and skills somewhat of a roadblock to school improvement. Moreover, 26 percent of principals agreed or strongly agreed that teachers in their schools do not have the skills needed to work with students at risk of being retained.

---

**Teachers’ Assessments of the Adequacy of Their Professional Development**

In the Consortium’s 1999 citywide survey, teachers were asked if they received adequate professional development support for changes that are introduced at their schools. About 20 percent of elementary teachers and 41 percent of high school teachers reported that they did not receive adequate professional development to support these changes.
sources and delivery mechanisms. We look specifically at professional development associated with two major school improvement initiatives—CPS’ probation policy and the Chicago Annenberg Challenge. Together these initiatives touch more than half of the system’s schools and seek to promote improvement in the system’s lowest-achieving schools. Finally, we consider the influence of four school-level supports on the quality and effectiveness of teacher professional development—time, principal instructional leadership, school orientation toward innovation, and teacher professional community. We conclude with an interpretive summary of our findings and implications for improving professional development for Chicago’s teachers.
II. A Model of Effective Professional Development

Professional development can refer to many things. Sometimes the term is used to describe the whole wide range of learning opportunities available to teachers, including formal, planned learning activities provided to teachers by their schools, districts, or external providers; informal learning from interacting and working with colleagues; incidental learning from classroom experience; and individual, self-directed study. In this report we define professional development more narrowly as formal learning opportunities provided to teachers to improve their knowledge, skills, and classroom practices.

There are also many definitions of “effective professional development.” The meaning of the word “effective” depends on what one is trying to achieve. Teacher professional development can aim to achieve many objectives, from assuring compliance with administrative rules and procedures, to promoting the implementation of programs and practices, to enhancing the general knowledge, skills, and practices of individual teachers, to developing school capacity for improvement. Different models of professional development, properly implemented, will achieve different objectives and, thus, depending on the objective, different forms of professional development can be considered effective.

For example, training models are generally effective for promoting the acquisition of knowledge and skills and the implementation of discrete teaching practices. They are also good for promoting compliance with administrative rules and procedures. Training models are not very effective for promoting higher-order learning, reflective practice, and innovative responses to complex problems. Today’s high academic standards, the curricular and instructional approaches required to achieve them, and the complexity of today’s classrooms require more from teachers than the ability to replicate discrete practices. They require the capacity to be creative, inventive, and adaptive. Judith Little, of the University of California at Berkeley, maintains that the dominant training model of teacher professional development is
inadequate to meet such requirements and achieve the ambitious visions of teaching and learning embedded in current reforms. She argues that:

The well-tested models of skill development, built on the staff development and implementation-of-innovations literature, will work reasonably well to introduce those aspects of reform that are technical or that can be rendered as a repertoire of classroom practices. . . . However, much of what we anticipate in the present reforms does not lend itself to skill training because it is not readily expressed in terms of specific, transferable skills and practices…. We know how to do training well, and could profitably do more of it well; the training paradigm, no matter how well executed, will not enable us to realize the reform agendas . . .

We are particularly concerned with professional development that promotes ambitious, intellectually challenging instruction that leads to gains in student achievement. We define improvement in classroom teaching as increased use of “interactive” instruction. Interactive instruction refers to interactive, problem-oriented, differentiated strategies to promote analysis, application, and production of knowledge among students. This approach to instruction is sometimes compared to didactic instruction which refers to teachers’ use of whole-class presentation, recitation, and individual student work to transmit and promote the acquisition of discrete knowledge and skills.

Our interest in interactive instruction is derived from other work conducted by the Chicago Annenberg Research Project that has examined the comparative effects of didactic and interactive instruction on student achievement. A report by Julia Smith, Valerie Lee, and Fred Newmann presents evidence that high use of interactive instruction promotes greater one-year achievement gains on reading and math portions of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS) than high use of didactic instruction. A related report by Fred Newmann, Anthony Bryk, and Jenny Nagaoka found positive relationships between the intellectual challenge of classroom assignments and student achievement. Students whose teachers gave them more intellectually challenging assignments made greater gains on the ITBS and on assessments of the Illinois Goal Assessment Program (IGAP) than students whose teachers gave them less intellectually challenging assignments. The concept of intellectual challenge used in that report is consistent with the concept of interactive instruction used by Smith and her colleagues and by this report.

While these studies point to the importance of increased use of interactive instruction in improving student achievement, teachers use combinations of instructional strategies. It is rare that a teacher would use one instructional approach to the exclusion of any other. Moreover, there are instructional goals and circumstances for which didactic instruction is most appropriate. Therefore, while our data emphasize the use of interactive instruction, it is also important to examine the relationship of professional development to didactic teaching.

We are also concerned with professional development that promotes ongoing teacher learning, experimentation, and innovation, not just among teachers individually but on a school-wide basis. Such a school orientation toward innovation provides a foundation and an impetus for school-wide improvement in classroom instruction. It also creates a context for the examination of classroom practice and for efforts to achieve effective balances among different approaches to teaching.

What kind of professional development can best achieve these objectives? Since the early 1990s, a consensus view of effective professional development has emerged. This view is reflected in reports of the National Staff Development Council, the National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future, and the National Partnership for Excellence and Accountability in Teaching. It is virtually identical to guidelines for effective professional development presented more than 40 years ago by the National Society for the Study of Education. Looking across these sources we find a core of common elements that describes effective professional development as:

1. Experiential, engaging teachers in concrete tasks of teaching, assessment, and observation.
2. Grounded in participants’ questions, inquiry, and
experimentation as well as research on effective practice.

3. Collaborative, involving sharing of knowledge among educators.

4. Connected to and derived from teachers’ work with their students as well as connected to examination of subject matter and teaching methods.

5. Sustained, intensive, and supported by follow-up activities.

6. Connected to other aspects of school improvement in a coherent manner.

These characteristics of effective professional development call attention to both the curriculum and the pedagogy of professional development; that is, “to what teachers learn and how teachers are taught.”

They also point to the importance of frequent participation, sustained involvement in professional development, and teachers’ influence over their own learning. This view of effective professional development is consistent with theories of adult learning and of how teachers learn to teach. It is also consistent with the judgments of experienced educators. In addition, there is a small but growing body of research that shows that these elements of professional development are associated with instructional improvement and subsequent student achievement.

This consensus view forms the basis of our model of effective professional development. This model is shown in Figure 1. At the center are three basic elements of professional development practice: (a) the frequency of teacher participation, (b) exposure to content, and (c) pedagogical quality. By frequency of participation, we mean the quantity of professional development that teachers experience. Content exposure refers to the “what” of professional development, the topics that teachers study to improve their practice. All professional development has content to it. Here, we are concerned with teachers’ exposure to content that facilitates the types of improvement sought. Our premise is that certain content is more likely to promote certain kinds of teaching than other content. Therefore, we would expect that the particular content of professional development that teachers experience would relate to the kinds of teaching approaches they use. By pedagogical quality, we refer to the “how” of professional development, the manner in which it is conducted. From the consensus view

---

**Figure 1**

---

**Model of Effective Professional Development**
presented above, professional development pedagogy can be considered of high quality when it is experiential, collaborative, and grounded in teachers’ own work and in research on best practices. It should also be focused on subject matter and instruction, and connected to broader school improvement efforts. Finally, it should be sustained, intensive, and supported by follow-up activities.

In our model, the three elements of effective professional development—participation, content exposure, and pedagogical quality—are linked to two outcomes with which we are concerned: classroom instruction and school orientation toward innovation. The model shows an indirect influence of professional development on student achievement through classroom instruction and school orientation toward innovation.31 That is, student learning is unlikely to be influenced directly by teacher learning, but rather by the changes in teacher practice and other improvement efforts that result from teacher learning.

Our model indicates that effective professional development—defined by frequent participation, high quality pedagogical processes, and content focused on improvement sought—will positively influence teachers’ instructional practice. It will also promote school orientation toward innovation, which can support school-wide instructional improvement. Finally, the model indicates that effective professional development can promote student learning through its influence on classroom teaching.

How We Did the Study

Data for this study come from citywide surveys of teachers administered in spring of 1997 and 1999 by the Consortium on Chicago School Research. Survey data were available from 13,000 teachers in 1997 and 9,900 teachers in 1999. These samples of teachers are comparable demographically to teachers system-wide. Rasch measures were used for each of our analyses. These measures and the items that compose them are described in sidebars contained throughout the report. For our analyses of relationship of professional development to instruction and school orientation toward innovation, we used three-level hierarchical linear models. We also used these models for our analyses of how principal leadership and teacher professional community support professional development. In our analyses, we took into account a number of teacher characteristics and school demographic characteristics including the size of the school, the proportion of low-income students, student mobility rate, racial and ethnic composition, and level of student achievement. We also controlled for initial levels of variables in our analyses of change. Our analyses of professional development and instruction are at the teacher level. The rest of our analyses are conducted at the school level, using school-wide averages of data provided by individual teachers. Details of how we conducted these analyses are contained in endnotes.
III. The Impact of Effective Professional Development

Our model suggests that the effectiveness of professional development is determined by the extent to which it engages teachers frequently with appropriate content, through high quality pedagogical practices. Given that much of the professional development that teachers experience has been criticized as ineffective, we looked for evidence that these elements of professional development can positively affect teachers’ instructional practices and school orientation toward innovation. Teachers’ professional development experiences can vary substantially across these elements. For example, teachers can participate frequently in low-quality professional development. They can also participate infrequently in high-quality professional development. Moreover, they can participate frequently or infrequently in professional development organized around a myriad of topics that may or may not be conducive to the instructional or school improvement sought. Because of the analytic difficulties associated with such variations, we examined independently the relationships of each element of professional development to classroom instruction and school orientation innovation, controlling statistically for the other elements.

First, controlling for the amount of professional development in which teachers engage, we sought to determine whether the pedagogical quality of professional development predicts teachers’ use of interactive and didactic instruction, and school orientation toward innovation. Then, since teachers may be required to participate in a great many hours of professional development regardless of its quality or content, we looked at whether more time spent in professional development, independent of content or quality, is related to teachers’ instructional practice and school orientation toward innovation. Finally, because the outcomes expected from professional development should reflect its substantive foci, we sought to determine whether teachers’ exposure to different professional development content is associated with different approaches to instruction.
Our analyses of professional development and classroom instruction focused on the experiences of individual teachers. Because many teachers pursue professional development on their own (see sidebar on page 28) and because teaching practices often vary considerably within schools, we expected that most of the effects of professional development on instruction would be seen among individual teachers rather than among schools. Therefore, we sought to determine how individual teachers’ professional development experiences related to their own instructional practices. Because our surveys cannot link individual teacher data across time, we were limited to cross-sectional comparisons. Using data from the 1997 and 1999 surveys, we compared the relationships between each component of professional development and teachers’ use of interactive and didactic instruction.32

While much professional development is experienced individually, the combined involvement of a school’s faculty in professional development should also bring about change at the school level, particularly an overall orientation toward improvement. Therefore, we focused our analysis of the relationship between professional development and change in orientation toward innovation at the school level. We examined how the average experiences of teachers within a school were related to average orientation at that school. Our surveys are able to link schools across time and therefore we were able to look at changes in orientation toward innovation across time. We studied whether professional development in 1997 was related to change in orientation toward innovation from 1997 to 1999. We also looked at whether changes in professional development between 1997 and 1999 were related to changes in this orientation during the same period.33 Each analysis controlled for a number of teacher characteristics and school demographic characteristics including school size, proportion of low-income students, student mobility, racial and ethnic composition, and level of student achievement. We also controlled for initial—1997—levels of outcome measures.

Perhaps the most important criterion for determining the effectiveness of teacher professional development is student achievement. We acknowledge the ultimate importance of this outcome in our model, but we did not examine student achievement directly in our analyses. In presenting our model, we argued that professional development is most likely to affect student achievement indirectly; that is, through its influence on instruction or other areas of teachers’ classroom practice. Since other reports of the Consortium and Chicago Annenberg Research Project have examined the relationship between instruction and student achievement, we did not replicate those efforts.34 Instead, we focused on the influence of professional development on teachers’ instructional practice and school orientation toward innovation.

The sidebars in this section describe how elements of professional development, classroom instruction, and school orientation toward innovation are defined and measured.35 Our analyses of the effects of professional development on instruction focus only on elementary schools. We lack comparable data on professional development content at the high school level. And, while our analyses of the effects of professional development on instruction considered content exposure, our analyses of the effects of professional development on school orientation toward innovation did not. Promoting teachers’ use of different instructional approaches presupposes exposure to different professional development content. Similarly, an orientation toward innovation presupposes a particular substantive direction for innovation. However, as shown in the accompanying sidebar, our measure of orientation toward innovation is a general one that focuses on processes of examination, experimentation, and ongoing learning and growth. If this measure were defined around more particular substantive directions for innovation, say, intellectually-demanding instructional improvement, we might then be able to examine the relationship of particular professional development content to the development of that particular orientation.

Impact on Instruction

We investigated whether teachers’ professional development experiences are related to their use of interactive and didactic teaching.36 As noted earlier, interactive teaching refers to teachers’ use of interactive problem-oriented strategies to promote analysis, application, and production of knowledge. Didactic
How Elements of Professional Development Were Measured

Frequency of Participation
The frequency with which teachers participate in professional development was computed from items taken from the 1997 and 1999 surveys. These items asked respondents to report the number of times during the school year that they participated in professional development activity. These include activities organized by teachers’ own schools, networks of teachers from other schools, outside professional groups or organizations, college and university courses, workshops provided by CPS, and activities sponsored by the Chicago Teachers Union.

Exposure to Content
On the 1997 survey, teachers were asked to identify from a list of 20 topics three to which they devoted most of their professional development time. They were then asked to record the general amount of time they spent studying each of these three topics. From these reports, we grouped the most frequently mentioned topics into four categories:
- Teaching basic skills and core academic subjects (e.g., reading/language arts and English teaching, mathematics teaching).
- Small group instruction (e.g., cooperative learning, teaching heterogeneous groups).
- Interdisciplinary or integrated curriculum and instruction.
- Student behavior and classroom management.

Our indicator of content exposure is whether or not teachers spend 15 or more hours during the course of a year in professional development on each of these subjects. This benchmark of 15 hours is relatively low. It is equivalent to in-class time required for one semester hour of credit in a college or university course.

Pedagogical Quality
In a series of items on the 1997 and 1999 surveys, teachers were asked the extent to which the professional development they experienced that school year reflected particular pedagogical qualities. These items, which were combined into a single measure, asked teachers whether their professional development:
- Addressed the needs of students in the teacher’s classroom.
- Was sustained and coherently focused, rather than short-term and unrelated.
- Included enough time to think carefully about, try, and evaluate new ideas.
- Included follow-up activities.
- Was closely connected to school improvement plans.
- Included opportunities to work productively with colleagues at the teacher’s school.
- Included opportunities to work productively with teachers from other schools.
- Left teachers to seek out professional development on their own (reversed).

The measure is presented on a scale of 1 to 10 where 1 to 2.3 represents minimal quality, 2.3 to 4.3 represents low quality, 4.3 to 7.0 represents moderate quality, and 7.0 to 10.0 represents high quality. The internal reliability coefficients for this measure are .70 for 1997 and .79 for 1999.
Interactive instruction was measured with similar items on both the 1997 and 1999 surveys that asked teachers to report how often they used the following strategies:

- Assign projects of at least one week’s duration.
- Relate the subject matter to students’ experience and interests.
- Have students work in cooperative groups.
- Have students brainstorm ideas for written work.
- Have students discuss or debate ideas for more than half a period.
- Give assignments requiring students to write at least four pages (1,000 words).
- Use writing process methods where students plan, draft, revise, edit, and publish compositions, often with peers.

This measure also included items that asked teachers to report the percentage of lessons or class time that they devoted to:

- Studying a topic in-depth, rather than covering basic facts, concepts, and procedures.
- Having students explain to the teacher or classmates how the topic relates to their personal experiences or a problem in the contemporary world.
- Requiring students to organize, interpret, evaluate, and use information to produce a piece of original work.

Finally, this measure included items that asked teachers to report the importance they placed on the following types of assessments in their teaching:

- Student discourse in class.
- Student presentations of their work.
- Essay tests.
- Student work on open-ended questions.
- Individual student projects.
- Group projects.

The internal reliability coefficients for this measure are 0.88 for 1997 and 0.87 for 1999.
How Didactic Instruction Was Measured

Didactic instruction was measured with similar items on both the 1997 and 1999 surveys that asked teachers to report how often they used the following strategies:

- Have students memorize facts or procedures.
- Lecture to the class for more than half the period.
- Have students complete workbook or textbook exercises in class.
- Have students read silently.
- Have students take turns reading aloud.
- Use highly structured call and response activities.

This measure also included items that asked teachers to report the percentage of lessons or class time that they devoted to:

- Covering basic facts, concepts, and procedures related to a topic.
- Listening skills.
- Vocabulary.
- Proper grammar, punctuation, etc.
- Note-taking and study skills.

Finally, this measure included items that asked teachers to report the importance they placed on the following types of assessments in their teaching:

- Multiple choice, true-false, fill-in-the-blank tests.
- Short-answer tests.
- ITBS scores.

The internal reliability coefficients for this measure are 0.77 for 1997 and 0.74 for 1999.

How School Orientation Toward Innovation Was Measured

Our measure of school orientation toward innovation assesses the degree to which teachers in a school are continually learning, seeking new ideas, and trying to improve their teaching. This measure is composed of items on the 1997 and 1999 surveys asking about the:

- Proportion of teachers in the school willing to take risks to make their school better.
- Proportion of teachers in the school eager to try new ideas.
- Extent to which teachers in the school have a “can do” attitude.
- Extent to which all teachers in the school are encouraged to “stretch and grow.”
- Extent to which teachers in the school are continuously learning and seeking new ideas.
- Proportion of teachers in the school who are really trying to improve their teaching.

The internal reliability coefficients for this measure are 0.86 for 1997 and 0.89 for 1999.
teaching refers to teachers’ use of whole class presentation, recitation, and individual student work to transmit specific knowledge and skills. Also as mentioned earlier, other research conducted by the Chicago Annenberg Research Project has found teachers’ use of interactive teaching to produce greater short-term increases in student achievement on the ITBS than didactic teaching. At the same time, we argued that teachers use combinations of strategies. While our current evidence points to the effectiveness of increased use of interactive instruction, we considered it important to examine the impact of professional development on teachers’ use of didactic instruction as well.

We found statistically significant, positive relationships between the frequency, content, and quality of professional development and teachers’ use of interactive teaching methods (see Figure 2). Teachers who participate more frequently in professional development make greater use of interactive teaching methods than teachers on average and at a much greater rate than teachers who participate in professional development infrequently. The content of teachers’ professional development is also associated with their use of interactive instructional techniques. Teachers who received 15 or more hours of professional development in small group instructional strategies or integrated curriculum and instruction were more likely

---

### Figure 2

**Relationships of Elements of Professional Development to Teachers’ Use of Interactive Instruction Methods**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentile</th>
<th>Frequency of Professional Development</th>
<th>Content of Professional Development</th>
<th>Quality of Professional Development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75th</td>
<td>High frequency</td>
<td>Integrated curriculum and instruction</td>
<td>High quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60th</td>
<td>Low frequency</td>
<td>Small group instruction</td>
<td>Low quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Low frequency</td>
<td>Student behavior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40th</td>
<td>High frequency</td>
<td>Teaching basic skills, core subjects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th</td>
<td>Low frequency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

High quality and low quality are defined as one standard deviation above and below the mean. High frequency and low frequency are also defined this way. Percentiles are estimated from the standard deviation of interactive instruction.
to use interactive instructional approaches than average. Finally, higher quality professional development processes are associated with greater use of interactive teaching methods. Like participation, teachers who experience the higher quality professional development used interactive practices at a greater rate than average and at a much greater rate than teachers who experience the low quality professional development.

In contrast, we found no significant relationship between the frequency with which teachers participate in professional development and their use of didactic teaching methods (see Figure 3). Teachers who participate frequently in professional development activities are no more likely than teachers who rarely participate to use didactic teaching in their classrooms.

On the other hand, we found that teachers’ exposure to professional development in teaching basic skills and core academic subjects is related at statistically significant levels to their use of didactic methods. Their exposure to professional development in student behavior and management was also positively related to their use of didactic teaching, but not at a statistically significant level. There is virtually no relationship between teachers’ exposure to professional development in small group instruction and integrated curriculum and instruction, and their use of didactic instruction. Finally, we found a statistically significant, positive relationship between professional development quality and didactic instruction.

Figure 3

Relationships of Elements of Professional Development to Teachers’ Use of Didactic Teaching Methods

High quality and low quality are defined as one standard deviation above and below the mean. High frequency and low frequency are also defined this way. Percentiles are estimated from the standard deviation of didactic instruction.
We can look across the findings of these separate analyses and argue that teachers’ use of interactive instruction is promoted by frequent participation in high quality professional development that is focused on content related to interactive teaching. Likewise, we can argue that teachers’ use of didactic instruction is promoted by participation in high quality professional development focused on content related to didactic teaching. The key here seems to be engaging teachers in particular content through professional development processes characterized by sustained, coherent study; collaborative learning; time for classroom experimentation; and follow-up. In general, our findings suggest that the quality of professional development processes themselves can promote different types of instruction. What seems to promote teachers’ use of one instructional approach rather than another is the content of professional development that is delivered through these processes. Finding that frequency of participation in professional development matters more for teachers’ use of interactive instruction than their use of didactic instruction suggests that more time may be needed for teachers to develop and use more frequently some teaching practices than others. Perhaps the complexities of interactive instruction require more frequent participation to promote greater use. Perhaps more frequent participation is needed for a teacher to use either interactive or didactic methods more effectively.

Impact on School Orientation Toward Innovation

Our analyses also revealed positive relationships between professional development quality and school orientation toward innovation. As shown in Figure 4, there are positive cross-sectional relationships between professional development quality and orientation toward innovation. In 1997, the higher the quality of professional development, the greater the orientation toward innovation. Average quality professional development is associated with average levels of orientation in 1997 (the middle two marks for 1997), while low quality is associated with low orientation (the bottom mark for 1997). Schools with high quality professional development had much higher orientation than average (the top mark for 1997). Furthermore, schools in which teachers reported higher quality professional development in 1997 also showed increases in orientation toward innovation during the next two years (holding constant any change in professional development quality). Schools in which teachers reported low quality professional development in 1997 showed a slight decline in orientation toward innovation. These relationships are shown by the top and bottom lines in Figure 4. These lines represent schools that had either low or high quality professional development in 1997 and showed no change in that quality from 1997 to 1999, which was average for the system (see Section IV). Orientation toward innovation also increased much more in schools whose teachers reported improving professional development quality than in schools whose teachers reported declining quality. These relationships are shown by the two middle lines in Figure 4. These lines show the difference in improvement in orientation toward innovation between schools with improving professional development quality and schools with declining professional development quality over the same period, when these groups of schools start off with close to the same initial levels of quality.
The relationship of frequency of professional development to school orientation toward innovation is not as strong. Schools in which teacher participation in professional development increased between 1997 and 1999 also showed increased orientation toward innovation during the same period. However, higher participation in professional development in 1997 was not significantly related to increases in orientation toward innovation over the next two years. These findings suggest that the quality of professional development may have a longer lasting impact on school orientation toward innovation than the amount of time that is dedicated to it. High quality professional development may promote a teacher’s desire to continue to learn, try new ideas, and seek to improve their teaching. In turn, this may promote teachers’ ongoing pursuit of high quality professional development. We discuss this further in the section below that examines school organizational supports for effective professional development.
Discussion
Our findings indicate that professional development is related positively to classroom instruction. Frequent participation in professional development, the quality of professional development processes, and exposure to integrated curriculum and instruction, and small group teaching techniques are associated with teachers’ use of interactive instruction. High-quality professional development processes and professional development content focused on teaching basic skills and core subjects (and perhaps student behavior and management) are associated with teachers’ use of didactic instruction. Coupling these findings with those of research we have conducted on instruction and achievement, we can point to a chain of evidence that suggests that greater student learning can be achieved with increased use of interactive instruction which, in turn, can be promoted by frequent teacher participation in high quality professional development focused on integrated curriculum and instruction, and small group instructional techniques. Other foci for professional development might also promote interactive instruction, but among those areas of professional development studied, only these two are associated with increased use of interactive instruction.

Our findings also show that high-quality teacher professional development processes can promote school orientation toward innovation. Professional development that is sustained, coherently focused, and followed-up; that addresses needs of students and relates to their schools’ improvement plans; that provides time to experiment with and evaluate new ideas in the classroom; and that provides teachers with opportunities to interact, prompts them to learn and experiment more to improve their practice. High-quality professional development helps build continued improvement; learning begets more learning and innovation. The strong relationship of professional development quality to both instruction and orientation toward innovation, independent of the frequency with which teachers participate in it, highlights the need to look beyond the amount of time teachers spend in professional development to the manner in which they are engaged. At the same time, we should not discount the need for frequent exposure to professional development to meet some improvement objectives. These analyses suggest that promoting the effective use of complex teaching strategies, such as interactive instruction, may require that more time be invested in professional development.
IV. The Professional Development of Chicago’s Teachers, 1997-1999

In this section, we present a profile of professional development experienced by Chicago’s teachers between 1997 and 1999, and compare the professional development experienced by different groups of Chicago teachers. We focus on two elements of professional development—how often teachers participate in professional development and the pedagogical quality of that professional development.

We also examined Chicago teachers’ exposure to professional development in four topic areas: integrated curriculum and instruction, small group teaching techniques, teaching basic skills and core subjects, and student behavior and classroom management. We found that relatively small proportions of teachers in the system had much exposure to the first two of these professional development topics during the 1997 school year. About 14 percent of teachers had 15 or more hours of professional development in integrated curriculum and instruction and about 18 percent had 15 or more hours of professional development in small group instruction. Between 35 and 40 percent of teachers had 15 or more hours of professional development in teaching basic skills and core subjects, and about 16 percent in student behavior and management. While the amount of exposure teachers have to particular professional development content varies, we focus here on the frequency and quality of teachers’ professional development experiences, as these elements are applicable to all teachers regardless of the focus of their professional development.

Professional Development as an Individualistic Activity

It is important to mention that professional development in Chicago appears to be a largely fragmented and individualistic activity. On average, CPS teachers participate in professional development between
Professional Development as an Individualistic Activity

The 1997 and 1999 Consortium surveys asked teachers the extent to which they are left to seek out professional development on their own. In 1997, 27 percent of elementary teachers and 36 percent of high school teachers agreed or strongly agreed that teachers in their schools were left on their own to seek out professional development. In 1999, those proportions were somewhat smaller. Still, almost one-quarter of elementary school teachers and almost 30 percent of high school teachers reported that teachers in their schools must seek out their own professional development.

two and three times a month. Much of that activity occurs within teachers’ own schools. At the same time, teachers draw on numerous other sources of professional development, and the content of their professional development often spans a wide variety of topics. Our analyses indicate that there are substantially greater differences in professional development experienced by teachers within the same school than there are by teachers among schools. Moreover, as shown in the accompanying sidebar, substantial percentages of teachers report that they are left alone to find their own professional development.

Developing our Profile

We developed our profile of teacher professional development using teacher survey data from 1997 and 1999. In this profile, frequency of professional development refers to the number of professional development activities in which teachers participated per month. Professional development quality is measured on a 10-point scale on which minimal quality ranges from 1.0 to 2.3, low quality ranges from 2.3 to 4.3, moderate quality ranges from 4.3 to 7.0, and high quality ranges from 7.0 to 10.0.

Indicators of these four levels of quality are shown in Figure 5. High quality is defined by teacher reports that their overall professional development experiences are characterized positively by (a) a relationship between their professional development and their school’s improvement plan; (b) a relationship to students’ needs; (c) sustained and focused activity; (d) opportunities to work with teachers at one’s own school; (e) enough time to think about, try, and evaluate new ideas; (f) follow-up activities; and (g) opportunities to work with teachers from other schools. With high quality professional development, teachers’ are not left alone to seek out their own learning. Moderate quality professional development contains several positive features of high quality professional development, but may also have some important weaknesses. In particular, teachers who experience moderate quality may lack adequate time to apply new ideas in their classrooms and may lack follow-up activities. They may also lack opportunities to work with teachers from different schools. Low quality professional development is defined by a general negative characterization that professional development lacks relationship to teachers’ school improvement plans, is not related to students’ needs, is not sustained or focused, and does not provide opportunities to work with other teachers at one’s own school. Low quality professional development is also defined by more definitive negative characterization that it lacks time for application, follow-up, and opportunity to work with teachers from other schools. Teachers who experience low quality professional development also report being left alone to find their own learning opportunities. Finally, minimal quality professional development is defined by a strong negative characterization that professional development definitely does not reflect these qualities, and that teachers are left alone to pursue their own learning.
We examined the characteristics of teacher professional development across the school system. Then, we compared characteristics of professional development experienced on average by elementary and high school teachers, and beginning and experienced teachers. We also looked at differences in the professional development experienced by teachers working in schools with different levels of student achievement, different proportions of low-income students, different racial and ethnic compositions, and schools of different sizes.\(^40\)

As shown below, we found substantial differences in professional development experienced by elementary teachers to the professional development experienced by high school teachers. Then, considering elementary and high school teachers as separate groups, we examine the professional development experienced by beginning and veteran teachers, and by teachers working in demographically different schools. Finally, we discuss the implications of differences in professional development experienced by these different groups of teachers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators of Quality</th>
<th>Levels of Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimal (1.0-2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connected to school improvement plan</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related to students’ needs</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustained and focused</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides opportunity to work with teachers at own school</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides enough time to think, try, and evaluate ideas</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Followed up</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides opportunity to work with teachers from other schools</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers left on own for professional development</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(+\) Teacher agrees that indicator characterizes overall professional development.

\(-/+\) Is as likely to disagree as agree with characterization.

\(-\) Disagrees with characterization.

\(--/-\) Is as likely to strongly disagree as disagree with characterization.

\(--\) Strongly disagrees with characterization.
Elementary and High School Teachers

Elementary and high school teachers participated in professional development at similar rates in both 1997 and 1999. Both groups also participated in professional development slightly more, on average, in 1999 than in 1997. As shown in Figure 6, elementary teachers participated in professional development an average of 2.8 times a month in 1997, and 3.0 times a month in 1999, while high school teachers participated 2.6 times a month in 1997 and 2.9 times a month in 1999.

While elementary and high school teachers participated in professional development with similar frequency, the pedagogical quality of their experiences differed (see Figure 7). In both 1997 and 1999, the quality of professional development experienced by elementary school teachers was higher than that experienced by high school teachers. For neither elementary nor high school teachers system-wide did the average quality of professional development improve in any substantial way between 1997 and 1999.

On the other hand, when we looked at 1997 and 1999 distributions of teachers experiencing different levels of professional development quality, we saw a shift among elementary and high school teachers toward higher quality. As shown in Figure 8, the proportion of elementary teachers experiencing high-quality
Professional development rose from about 24 to 32 percent between 1997 and 1999, while the proportion of teachers experiencing minimal or low-quality professional development quality fell from 20 to 18 percent and the proportion of teachers experiencing moderate quality fell from 56 to 50 percent. Similarly, the proportion of high school teachers experiencing high-quality professional development rose from about 15 to 21 percent between 1997 and 1999, while the proportion of teachers experiencing minimal or low quality fell from about 33 to 27 percent.41

These data are encouraging in that they point to small increases in the quality of professional development experienced by both elementary and high school teachers. Still, they show a continuing disadvantage for high school teachers. It is also encouraging to find that somewhat more than half of CPS teachers experience moderate-quality professional development. These moderate quality experiences are characterized by a number of positive elements, such as opportunities to work with other teachers in one’s own school, sustained and focused activity, relationship to students’ needs, and a connection to one’s school improvement plan. On the other hand, these experiences may also lack key elements that may compromise the effectiveness of professional development, including lack of follow-up activities and insufficient time for teachers to think about, try, and evaluate new ideas in their classrooms. When considered with teachers who experience low and minimal quality professional development, about three-quarters of teachers in the system may experience professional development that has such weaknesses.

### Beginning and Experienced Teachers

We might think that inexperienced teachers would benefit from more frequent participation in high quality professional development than experienced teachers. We find that beginning elementary school teachers—those with one or two years of experience—participate in professional development at the same rate as experienced elementary teachers with three or more years of experience (see Figure 9). Both beginning and experienced elementary teachers participated in professional development at an average rate of 2.8 times a month in 1997 and 3 times a month in 1999. In 1997, beginning high school teachers participated in professional develop-

---

**Percentages of Elementary and High School Teachers Experiencing Different Levels of Professional Development Quality 1997 and 1999**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1997</th>
<th>1999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elementary school</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High school</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quality is measured on a scale of 1 to 10 where Minimal = 0 to 2.3, Low = 2.3 to 4.3, Moderate = 4.3 to 7.0 and, High = 7.0 to 10.0. Average quality for elementary teachers is 5.98 in 1997 and 5.99 in 1999. Average quality for high school teachers is 5.23 in 1997 and 5.33 in 1999.
Beginning teachers have 1-2 years of experience. Experienced teachers have 3 or more years of experience.

opment with greater frequency than their more experienced colleagues. In 1999, rates of participation increased for both groups of high school teachers.

While rates of participation in professional development were similar for beginning and veteran elementary teachers, these two groups of teachers experienced different quality professional development (see Figure 10). In 1997, beginning elementary teachers experienced lower-quality professional development than their veteran colleagues. These differences persisted in 1999. Beginning and veteran high school teachers experienced similar professional development quality in 1997. By 1999, however, the quality of professional development experienced by beginning high school teachers had increased so that it had become higher than the quality experienced by veteran high school teachers.

**Differences by School Characteristics**

We also wanted to learn if teachers in schools which differed demographically experienced different types of professional development. The demographic characteristics we considered were (a) student achievement (as defined by proportion of students scoring at or above national norms on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills); (b) racial and ethnic composition; (c) percent,
age of low-income students attending the school; and (d) total student enrollment. After separating elementary and high school teachers, we found no statistically significant differences in professional development experienced among teachers in schools of different racial and ethnic compositions, or with different concentrations of low-income students. This indicates that teachers in schools serving large proportions of low-income students are as likely as teachers in schools serving smaller proportions of low-income students to participate in professional development with similar frequency and experience professional development of similar quality. Teachers are neither advantaged or disadvantaged in their professional development if they teach in predominantly African-American, predominantly Latino, mixed minority, or integrated schools. We did find significant differences, however, in professional development experienced among teachers in schools of different achievement levels and sizes of enrollment. We discuss these differences below.

**School Achievement.** Teachers working in low-achieving schools may feel a greater need for and participate more often in professional development than other teachers. Our data suggest that this is the case. In 1997, teachers who taught in the system’s lowest-achieving elementary schools

![Figure 10: Quality of Professional Development](image-url)
Teacher Participation in Professional Development Activities by Level of School Achievement
Elementary and High School Teachers, 1997 and 1999

(schools with less than 15 percent of their students achieving at or above national norms on the ITBS) participated in professional development activity at higher rates than teachers in other elementary schools (see Figure 11). That year, teachers in the lowest-achieving elementary schools participated in professional development on an average of 3.3 times per month. Teachers in elementary schools with between 15 and 35 percent of their students at or above national norms participated at an average rate of 2.8 times per month, and teachers in elementary schools with more than 35 percent of their students at or above national norms participated at an average rate of 2.5 times per month. By 1999, rates of participation had increased among schools in each achievement category. Similar changes were found among teachers who worked in high schools with different levels of student achievement.

Our findings concerning the quality of professional development in lower- and higher-achieving schools follow a different pattern (see Figure 12). In 1997, teachers in the lowest-achieving elementary schools experienced the lowest quality of professional development, while teachers in the highest-achieving elementary schools experienced the highest quality professional development. In 1999, professional development quality remained virtually the same in elementary schools with the exception of the system's lowest-achieving schools. In the lowest-achieving elementary schools, professional development quality
Quality of Professional Development by Level of School Achievement
Elementary and High School Teachers, 1997 and 1999
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rose to a point where in 1999 it was greater than the quality experienced by teachers in higher-achieving schools. The quality of professional development experienced by high school teachers in low, medium, and higher-achieving schools changed only slightly between 1997 and 1999.

Improvement in the quality of professional development experienced by teachers in low-achieving elementary schools is encouraging, and may have occurred because the system has focused greater resources on its lowest-achieving schools at the elementary level. New resources have come from a number of places, notably the system’s school probation policy and the Chicago Annenberg Challenge. Later in this report, we examine in more detail professional development experienced by teachers in probation and Annenberg schools. The very modest change in professional development quality at the high school level suggests a need for more attention to professional development there.

**School Size.** Our findings indicate that professional development experiences of teachers working in small elementary and high schools are different than professional development experiences of teachers who work in medium and large schools. We define small elementary schools as those with fewer than 350 students. Medium elementary schools enroll between 350 and 699 students, and large schools more than 700 students. We define small high schools as those with fewer than 1,200 students. Medium high schools enroll between 1,200 and 1,800 and large high schools enroll more than 1,800 students.

Elementary teachers in small schools have come to participate in professional development at a higher
rate than elementary teachers in medium and large schools (see Figure 13). Teachers in small high schools participated at a similar rate as teachers in medium and large high schools in 1997, but their rates of participation increased by 1999.

The factor that most distinguishes professional development experienced by teachers in small elementary schools from that experienced by teachers in medium and large elementary schools is quality. As shown in Figure 14, the quality of professional development experienced by teachers in small, medium, and large elementary schools differed slightly in 1997. By 1999, the quality of professional development increased for elementary teachers in small schools so that it had become even greater than quality experienced by teachers in medium and large schools. Like elementary teachers, teachers in small high schools experience higher-quality professional development than teachers in medium or large high schools. Between 1997 and 1999 small high schools had increased their advantage over medium and large high schools.

Discussion
While professional development experienced by most Chicago Public School teachers is of moderate quality, with both strengths and weaknesses, there is some evidence that larger proportions of teachers are experiencing higher quality now than in 1997. In addition, the frequency with which teachers participate in professional development has increased. Given the shift
toward more frequent participation and improving quality, we are hopeful that professional development will be an increasingly effective mechanism for both school improvement and improvement of classroom instruction.

Improvement in professional development is particularly noteworthy among some groups of Chicago teachers. For example, there have been noticeable increases in professional development participation and quality among teachers working in Chicago’s lowest-achieving schools. Teachers who work in small schools are also participating with greater frequency in relatively higher-quality professional development.

At the same time, some groups of teachers who may need the strongest support from high quality professional development seem to get less of it. As a whole, high school teachers experience lower-quality professional development than elementary teachers. The quality of professional development experienced by beginning elementary teachers remains lower than the quality of professional development experienced by more experienced elementary teachers. Finally, teachers who work in large schools participate in professional development at lower rates, and experience professional development of lower quality. So, while overall trends in professional development point to slight improvement, the experiences of different groups of teachers are uneven, with some groups experiencing significantly better professional development than others.
V. Providing Effective Professional Development to Teachers

Opportunities for teacher professional development come from a number of different sources. They can be provided by a teacher’s own school. They can be provided by the school system, or by a variety of external organizations working formally or informally with schools or groups of teachers to promote improvement. These organizations include colleges and universities, teacher networks, professional organizations, teacher unions, local and regional educational service organizations, and individual consultants.

The overall effectiveness of professional development is determined in large part by the intellectual, normative, financial, and material resources internal and external providers bring. Effectiveness is also influenced by the scope of their efforts and the means by which professional development is “delivered” to teachers. The literature on teacher professional development distinguishes between professional development that is school-based and professional development that originates outside the school. It distinguishes between professional development that is planned and developed by teachers, and professional development that is planned by administrators and outside experts. It also distinguishes between mandatory and voluntary professional development, and professional development that aims to involve whole faculties or just small groups of teachers. According to the literature, professional development that is planned by external experts and provided to teachers on a mandatory basis is less likely to engage teachers and affect their practice than professional development that is planned by or with teachers, is school-based, and is provided on a voluntary basis.43 Professional development that involves a large proportion of teachers and administrators is more likely to promote school improvement than professional development that involves only a small proportion of teachers and depends on those teachers to act as agents of improvement for the whole school.44
We did not attempt a comprehensive study of the “supply side” of teacher professional development in Chicago. The large number of providers working in the system makes such a study a near impossible undertaking. In the introduction to this report, we highlighted some of the major programs that provide professional development to Chicago's teachers. In this section we examine the characteristics of teacher professional development associated not with individual programs but with general sources. These sources include school-based activity, teacher networks, professional groups external to the school, CPS workshops, and activities sponsored by the teachers union. We also examine professional development associated with probation and with participation in the Chicago Annenberg Challenge, two major sources of professional development in the system.

Our sense from this study and from previous research is that the relationship of numerous professional development providers to teachers and schools in Chicago is driven as much by market forces as by any strategic effort to align professional development resources with the particular needs of teachers or coherent goals for school improvement, a pattern which has been seen in school districts across the country.

In Chicago, movement toward market-oriented professional development can be traced back at least to the 1988 decentralization reform. From the 1950s through the 1980s, most professional development in school districts across the United States was provided or at least coordinated by the central office. Chicago was little different. But, as Elizabeth Duffrin, a writer for Catalyst, observed in her recent analysis of professional development in Chicago, “[W]ith the reduction of the central bureaucracy under [the 1988] school reform, schools [began to turn] to outside consultants for staff development.” This shift was promoted by a weak central office, coupled with new mandatory local school improvement planning processes and school-based budgeting authority that allowed community groups and university-based organizations to work directly with schools as paid consultants and service providers. This shift was also promoted by local foundations and central office initiatives which sought to link low-performing schools with external organizations as sources of improvement.

Since 1995, the central administration has relied extensively on outside agents to support local school improvement. The administration has sought to stimulate the “supply side” by encouraging greater numbers of organizations to support teacher professional development and school improvement. An important focus of this effort has been the system's school probation policy. The central office assigns external probation managers to work with the system's lowest-achieving schools and to chart their course for improvement. Under this initiative, the system is “purchasing” an array of services from a large market of providers that one way or another are expected to help schools improve and increase student achievement.

Perhaps the other single largest source of professional development is the Chicago Annenberg Challenge. Like probation policy, the Challenge seeks to link schools with external partners who may serve as sources of teacher professional development and school improvement. There are significant differences between probation policy and the Annenberg Challenge as means of delivering professional development, and these differences will be explored later in this section. However, the Challenge is similar to probation policy in that by extending grants competitively and selectively to external partners it, too, draws upon and stimulates a large market of providers. Efforts like probation and the Chicago Annenberg Challenge bring crucial resources to schools that support teacher development and promote school improvement. Problems can arise, however, if the quality and performance of outside providers are not assured by anything but the market. Sole reliance on market controls can leave professional development vulnerable to “intellectually shallow, gimmicky, or simply wrong” learning opportunities for teachers.

A General Assessment of Sources

The 1997 and 1999 Consortium surveys asked teachers to report the frequency with which they participated in professional development associated with six
general sources: (a) activities organized by teachers’ own schools; (b) workshops and courses sponsored by CPS; (c) activities sponsored by the Chicago Teachers Union; (d) networks of teachers outside a teacher’s own school; (e) activities of other external professional groups or organizations; and (f) courses offered by colleges or universities. We can readily assess the frequency with which teachers participated in professional development activities associated with each of these sources. It is more difficult to assess the quality of professional development associated with any one of these sources because the surveys only assessed quality of teachers’ ‘overall professional development experience.’ We therefore examined the quality of professional development associated with different sources indirectly by determining the average quality reported by teachers who also reported primary use of one source over others. Our assumption was that the more a particular source was used by a teacher, the more likely it was that a report of overall quality was associated with that source.

**Frequency of Participation**

As shown in Figure 15, Chicago teachers report that they participate most frequently in professional development organized by their own schools, followed by activities provided by teacher networks, and other external professional groups and organizations. Teachers participate least frequently in college and university courses, and in professional development provided
by CPS central office and the Chicago Teachers Union. The average rate of teacher participation in school-based professional development is almost three times greater than the average rate of participation in college and university coursework, and professional development sponsored by CPS central office. It is more than four times greater than participation in activities sponsored by the teachers’ union. The relative frequency of teachers’ participation in professional development provided by these various sources remained about the same in 1997 and 1999.

Some literature on professional development suggests that school-based professional development is most conducive to school and classroom improvement, so to find that the average rate of participation in school-based activity is high relative to other sources of professional development is encouraging. However, bearing in mind the indicators we have that professional development tends to be fragmented and individualistic, it is possible that the prevalence of school-based activity simply means that there is a lot of unconnected professional development activity going on at the school level. If this were the case, it might not be as effective in promoting instructional improvement as professional development more coherently organized and linked to a larger program of instructional improvement. Such an interpretation would be consistent with data from the 1999 survey, which found that 39 percent of elementary teachers and 55 percent of high school teachers agreed or strongly agreed with the statement “We have so many different programs in this school that I can’t keep track of them all.” In the words of a teacher in one of the Consortium’s fieldwork schools:

Some Saturday mornings I can’t remember which workshop I’m supposed to go to. I know it’s a bad weekend when I’m supposed to be at two at once. Or what they tell us to do at one workshop is opposite of what was suggested at the last. In [my classroom], I just try out bits of each as best I can.

Quality of Professional Development

We sought to assess the quality of professional development provided by different sources by identifying groups of teachers who reported frequent participation in professional development from each source. This proved complicated. Teachers who participate frequently in professional development provided by one source are likely to participate frequently in professional development provided by other sources as well. So we expanded our focus to assess the quality of professional development associated with various combinations of sources as well as single sources.

The findings displayed in Figure 16 show that teachers who draw their professional development from particular combinations of sources report experiencing higher quality professional development than those who rely primarily on single sources of professional development. In particular, teachers who participate frequently in school-based activity and either activity supported by a teacher network or an external professional organization report higher-quality professional development experiences. Teachers who rely primarily on school-based activities...
Figure 16

Quality of Professional Development is Higher When Teachers Draw on a Combination of Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single Sources</th>
<th>Combinations of Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College/ university courses</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External professional groups</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher networks</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School-based activities</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher networks and school-based activities</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External professional groups and school-based activities</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External professional groups and teacher networks</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Quality of professional development associated with these single sources is significantly lower than the quality of professional development associated with the combination of external professional groups and school-based activities and the combination of external professional groups and teacher networks.

2 The quality of professional development associated with this combination of sources is significantly higher than the quality of professional development associated with all single sources and other combinations of sources.
but do not also participate in activities provided by an external source experience somewhat lower-quality professional development, as do those who rely primarily on college and university courses and activities provided by external organizations but do not also participate frequently in teacher networks or school-based activities. The highest-quality professional development is experienced by teachers who participate in activities associated with teacher networks and external professional organizations. The key element here is the combination of external expertise with learning alongside other teachers.

Discussion

We found that the most frequently used source of teacher professional development is school-based activity. At the same time, our findings suggest that a combination of “inside” and “outside” sources provides the highest quality, and perhaps the most effective, professional development. While it is important that professional development be grounded in teachers’ own problems, opportunities, and experiences, it is also important that teachers’ learning be infused with external ideas and challenges. School-based learning helps to make learning obtained from out-
side sources relevant and useful. At the same time, learning from outside sources, be they other teachers or external experts, keeps school-based learning open to interrogation and interpretation, and reduces the chances that it will simply serve to perpetuate prevailing ideas and practices.

This same conclusion is reached by Karen Miles and Linda Darling-Hammond in their recent study of professional development in high-performing schools for the Consortium for Policy Research in Education at the University of Pennsylvania. While professional development activities and emphases differed by school, Miles and Darling-Hammond found a common pattern of “distributed expertise” in teacher professional development. These high-performing schools drew on internal expertise through in-house professional development activity, and on outside expertise to complement and challenge internal expertise. They found that external expertise promoted the development of internal expertise, which in turn promoted higher-quality learning opportunities for teachers.

Professional Development in Probation and Annenberg Schools

Since the 1996-1997 school year, CPS’ academic probation policy and the Annenberg Challenge have been two major sources of professional development for Chicago’s teachers, in particular for teachers in Chicago’s lowest-achieving schools. Both initiatives link schools with external partners who may provide new professional development opportunities for teachers. Schools on academic probation are assigned probation managers by the central office. They must form probation teams consisting largely of outside partners, experts, and other external agents. With the probation manager, these teams are to develop, implement, and monitor a school improvement plan to remove the school from probation. The Annenberg Challenge also links schools with external partners, but through networks of schools voluntarily organized to support local improvement initiatives.

While both initiatives link schools with external partners, each represents a different mechanism for delivering professional development to teachers. Probation is a more externally initiated, bureaucratic, and regulatory vehicle for delivery. The Chicago Annenberg Challenge is a voluntary, locally-initiated vehicle. Annenberg schools agree to work with their external partners to achieve improvement goals of their own choice and definition. Annenberg schools can withdraw from their networks and from work with their external partners without penalty. The stakes associated with failure are not great. This is not the case in the relationship between schools on probation and their probation managers.

It is important to note that the 1997 teacher survey, from which we draw our baseline data, was administered during the spring of the first year of CPS’ probation policy and the first full year of the Chicago Annenberg Challenge. It is possible, then, that responses of teachers in probation schools may have been negatively influenced by their first encounter with the high stakes and uncertainties of the new
policy, while the responses of teachers in Annenberg schools may have been positively influenced by enthusiasm at receiving new Annenberg grant money. We would expect that any negative influences associated with the beginning of probation and any positive influences associated with the beginning of the Challenge would have leveled out by the time of the 1999 survey.

We examined the frequency of participation and quality of professional development experienced by teachers in probation and Annenberg schools. We looked at how these characteristics of professional development changed in these schools between 1997 and 1999. We compared schools on academic probation to schools not on probation. We compared schools participating in the Chicago Annenberg Challenge with schools that were not participating in the Challenge. In making these comparisons, we controlled for key school demographic characteristics, such as levels of student achievement, percent low-income students, school racial and ethnic composition, and school size. For probation schools, we took into account Annenberg participation. For Annenberg schools, we took into account probation status. As in the previous section, we examined elementary and high schools separately.

**Comparing Schools On and Not On Probation**

As shown in Figure 17, teachers in both elementary schools and high schools on probation participated in professional development activities at higher rates than teachers in schools not on probation. In 1999, rates of participation had increased for teachers in both probation and non-probation elementary schools, although teachers in probation elementary schools continued to participate at a greater rate than teachers in non-probation schools. Rates of partici-
participation among high school teachers in schools not on probation increased to the point where there was little difference between these two groups.

The quality of professional development for teachers in probation elementary schools increased substantially between 1997 and 1999 (see Figure 18). In 1997, the quality of professional development was slightly lower in probation than in non-probation elementary schools. By 1999, however, the quality of professional development had increased in elementary schools on probation to a level higher than elementary schools not on probation. The quality of professional development in non-probation elementary schools remained the same from 1997 to 1999.

Teachers in high schools on and not on probation experienced professional development of similar quality in both 1997 and 1999 (see Figure 18). The quality of professional development among teachers in probation high schools increased slightly between 1997 and 1999, while quality of professional development in high schools not on probation fell slightly. It should be noted that in both 1997 and 1999, the quality of professional development among teachers in elementary schools on probation was higher than the quality of professional development among teachers in high schools on probation. This is consistent with our citywide findings.

There are a number of possible reasons why professional development participation and quality have increased in probation schools. These changes could be the result of a correction to negative influences on survey responses associated with the initial implementation of probation policy. However, since the quality of professional development reported in probation schools exceeds that reported in non-probation schools, the increase more likely reflects real change in practice. More specifically, it could reflect improvement in the work of probation partners or improvement in the relationships between partners and schools on probation. Indeed, there is some indication that the school system has “weeded out” its weakest probation partners. Five probation partners that worked with schools during the 1996-1997 and 1997-1998 school years did not work
with schools in 1998-1999, while about one-third of all schools on probation have had new partners assigned since 1996-1997.

**Comparing Annenberg and Non-Annenberg Schools**

As shown in Figure 19, teachers in Annenberg elementary schools reported greater rates of participation in professional development in 1997 and 1999 than teachers in non-Annenberg schools. In both Annenberg and non-Annenberg schools, rates of participation were greater in 1999 than in 1997. Consistent with citywide trends, participation rates in Annenberg high schools remained somewhat lower than rates in Annenberg elementary schools.

In 1997, the quality of professional development in Annenberg elementary schools was not substantially different from the quality of professional development in non-Annenberg schools. However, as shown in Figure 20, professional development quality increased slightly in Annenberg elementary schools between 1997 and 1999 but remained unchanged in non-Annenberg schools. The quality of professional development experienced by teachers in Annenberg high schools was slightly higher than the quality of professional development experienced by teachers in non-Annenberg high schools. The quality of professional development in Annenberg high schools remained the same between 1997 and 1999 and increased slightly in non-Annenberg high schools. Still, in 1999, professional development quality was slightly higher in Annenberg than in non-Annenberg high schools. Consistent with citywide findings, the quality of professional development in Annenberg high schools remained lower than the quality of professional development in Annenberg elementary schools.
There are several possible explanations for the small increase in the quality of professional development reported by Annenberg elementary school teachers. The external partners who received early Annenberg support and who focused on instructional improvement were likely to have brought to their schools professional development aligned with our definition of high quality. Our fieldwork and our review of documents produced by Annenberg external partners suggest that this may be the case. In addition, as the Chicago Annenberg Challenge entered its second and third years, it began to emphasize teacher professional development and instructional improvement in its funding decisions, encouraging external partners to focus their efforts more specifically in these directions. Such encouragement may have contributed to the small increase in professional development quality seen in Annenberg schools between 1997 and 1999.

**Discussion**

These findings do not lead us to any clear conclusions about the relative efficacy of probation policy or the Chicago Annenberg Challenge as vehicles for delivering professional development to teachers. Rather, they suggest that high quality professional development can be delivered through systems that are top-down and mandatory as well as local and voluntary. As an additional test, we examined whether the relationships between the professional development elements and teachers’ instructional strategies were different in Annenberg schools and probation schools compared to non-Annenberg and non-probation schools. We found that there were no differences. Quality and frequency of professional development had similar effects on instruction in Annenberg schools, probation schools, and other schools. We shall return to the issue of delivering high quality professional development in the interpretive summary of this report, and these point to some important considerations and cautions in interpreting these findings.

**Figure 20**

**Quality of Professional Development by School Participation in the Chicago Annenberg Challenge**

Elementary and High School Teachers, 1997 and 1999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Annenberg School</th>
<th>Not Annenberg School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elementary Teachers, 1997</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary Teachers, 1999</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Teachers, 1997</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Teachers, 1999</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Teacher Professional Development in Chicago
# Chicago Annenberg Challenge External Partners, 1999

The following organizations served as external partners to schools in networks receiving implementation grants from the Chicago Annenberg Challenge in 1998-99. The number of schools in each external partner’s network or networks is shown to the right of each partner’s name.

- Academic Development Institute 3
- Association of Middle Level Schools 3
- Beverly Area Planning Association 6
- Chicago Children’s Museum 3
- Chicago Metropolitan History Education Center 4
- Chicago State University 8
- Chicago Symphony Orchestra 3
- Chicago Teachers Union—Quest Center 3
- Coalition for Improved Education in South Shore 9
- Coalition of Essential Schools Regional Center at Chicago 6
- DePaul University School of Education 4
- Designs for Change 5
- Erickson Institute 3
- Facing History and Ourselves 3
- Garfield Park Conservatory Alliance 4
- Great Books Foundation 4
- Hug-A-Book 3
- Illinois Future Problem Solving Bowl 5
- Illinois Learning Partnership 3
- Illinois Resource Center 3
- Imagine Chicago 4
- Kohl Children’s Museum 3
- Logan Square Neighborhood Association 4
- Loyola University 4
- National-Louis University 10
- Near Northwest Neighborhood Association 5
- Northeastern Illinois University—Chicago Teachers’ Center 16
- North Lawndale Learning Community 9
- Participation Associates 3
- People’s Reinvestment Development Effort 3
- Roosevelt University 5
- Success for All Foundation 3
- Suzuki-Orff School for Young Musicians 4
- Teachers’ Task Force 3
- University of Chicago—Center for School Improvement 8
- University of Illinois at Chicago—Small Schools Workshop 15
- Whirlwind Performance Company 3
- Youth Guidance 12

*Source*: Chicago Annenberg Challenge.

1These eight schools are schools within four larger schools.
2These 15 include some independent small schools as well as small schools within nine larger schools.
VI. Supporting Effective Professional Development in Schools

What support is important at the school level to promote effective teacher professional development? The literature draws our attention to three related organizational aspects of schools that form a system of supports for effective professional development. Each is believed to support teacher participation in professional development, ensure high quality experiences, and promote classroom improvement as a result of professional development.

The first source of organizational support for effective professional development is time. Teachers need adequate time to participate in professional development that is sustained and followed up. They need time to experiment with new ideas and evaluate them in their classrooms. They also need time to work with and learn from other teachers from their own schools and perhaps from other schools. Teachers need time to work with external providers and to engage in their own study. Without sufficient time, professional development participation and quality are likely to suffer.

A second source of school organizational support is principal instructional leadership. Principals can direct professional development toward meaningful instructional improvement and development of school organizational capacity. They can clarify goals and expectations for teacher professional development and create a sense of urgency for teacher learning and change. Principals can secure resources necessary to support professional development and classroom improvement, including time, money, and external assistance. They can create an environment conducive to teacher learning and change. Principals can set high standards for teachers and students, encourage teachers to participate in professional development, and hold them accountable for applying new learning in their classrooms. They can embed professional development in teachers’ work routines. It is important that principals develop and support collaborative relationships among teachers. These relationships can serve both as a source of and a support for learning and classroom improvement.
A third source of organizational support is the professional capacity of a school, that is, the human, social, and normative resources that are available to support teacher learning and improvement. Specifically, the literature points to the importance of a school’s professional community and a school’s orientation toward innovation. Professional community has been described in several ways, but here we define it as a collaborative workplace environment with reflective dialog and shared norms focused on improvement of teaching and learning. In Sections II and III of this report, we considered orientation toward innovation as an outcome of professional development. We indicated that professional development can stimulate ongoing learning, experimentation, and improvement. Now we consider orientation toward innovation as a source of support for professional development. As school orientation toward innovation can be enhanced by effective professional development, so too can it serve as a stimulus for ongoing effective professional development.

In schools with strong norms for innovation and strong professional communities, teachers find motivation, direction, and accountability for continuous learning and development. They find among their colleagues sources of new ideas, intellectual stimulation, and feedback essential to deepen learning and promote instructional change. They also find encouragement and safety in challenging taken-for-granted assumptions, risk-taking, and experimenting with new ideas. In schools without these social and normative sources of support, teacher learning tends to be superficial and improvement limited.

We can extend the model of effective professional development introduced in Section II to include these school-level supports for professional development, instructional improvement, and student achievement (see Figure 21). To round out our model, we can add the support provided by different sources of professional development discussed in Section IV.

We can also add another important element to this model—system-level supports. While we did not study these supports directly, it is important nevertheless to mention them. A number of studies have found that system-level policies and practices can have significant influence on the effectiveness of professional development and teachers’ efforts to improve their practice. System-level policies and procedures can enhance a school’s ability to support professional development. The school system can advocate for and make legitimate professional development and the goals it seeks to accomplish. Central administrators can promote coherence and consistency between system-level policies and school-level efforts to improve teaching through professional development. They can promote a common vision and a “culture” of pro-

### How Principal Instructional Leadership Was Measured

Our measure of principal instructional leadership is a school average of teachers’ reports about their principals’ emphasis and support of high standards for teaching and student learning. Items used to construct this measure asked teachers the extent to which the principals of their schools:

- Carefully track student academic progress.
- Understand how children learn.
- Press teachers to implement what they have learned in professional development.
- Communicate a clear vision for the school.
- Set high standards for student learning.
- Set high standards for teaching.
- Make clear to staff their expectations for meeting instructional goals.

The internal reliability coefficient for this measure is 0.90 for both 1997 and 1999.
fessional learning. They can secure human, financial, and material resources, and establish policies to increase time available for teacher participation in professional development. Finally, central administrators can “buffer” professional development activity from outside interference and help maintain focus and stability in improvement efforts. Of course, the opposite is also possible. System-level policies and procedures can frustrate a school’s ability to support effective professional development. The system can fail to advocate and provide legitimacy for professional development. It can fail to promote coherence, a common vision, and a “culture” of professional learning. It can also fail to provide crucial resources, stability, and protection from external interference. In such a context, we would expect the effectiveness of professional development to be compromised.

We studied the influence of principal instructional leadership, school orientation toward innovation, and teacher professional community on professional development in several ways. We looked at cross-sectional relationships in 1997. Then we examined the relationships between change in leadership, innovation, and professional community from 1997 to 1999, and change in professional development participation and quality during the same period. Our measures of principal instructional leadership and teacher professional community are described in the accompanying sidebars. Our measure of orientation toward innovation is described in a sidebar appearing in Section III. Before reporting our findings on the relationship of these school-level supports for professional development, we turn to a general discussion of the problem of time for professional development.

The Problem of Time

The problem of time for effective professional development is long-standing and acknowledged throughout the literature. For example, in a recent national survey of teachers, only 48 percent of respondents reported receiving release time for professional development and
How Teacher Professional Community Was Measured

Our measure of teacher professional community is a composite of several other measures derived from the 1997 and 1999 teacher surveys: (a) peer collaboration; (b) reflective dialog; (c) focus on student learning; and (d) collective responsibility.

Peer collaboration refers to the extent of a cooperative work ethic among staff. Items used to measure peer collaboration asked teachers about the extent to which:

- Teachers at their school design instructional programs together.
- Teachers at their school make a conscious effort to coordinate their teaching with instruction at other grade levels.
- The principal, teachers, and staff collaborate to make their school run effectively.
- Most teachers at their school are cordial.

Reflective dialog refers to the extent to which teachers talk with one another about instruction and student learning. Items used to measure reflective dialog asked teachers how often they had conversations with other teachers at their school about:

- School goals.
- Curriculum development.
- Managing class behavior.
- What helps students learn best.
- Assumptions about teaching and learning.

Other items used for this measure asked teachers the extent to which they:

- Share and discuss student work with other teachers.
- Talk about instruction in the teachers’ lounge.

Focus on student learning gauges the extent to which teachers feel their school’s goals and actions are focused on improving student learning. Items used for this measure asked teachers whether they agreed or disagreed that their schools:

- Organize the school day to maximize instructional time.
- Set high standards for academic performance.
- Have well-defined learning expectations for all students.
- Focus on what’s best for student learning when making decisions.
- Really work at developing students’ social skills.

Finally, collective responsibility refers to shared commitment within a faculty to improve the school so that all students learn. Items used to construct this measure asked teachers whether most teachers in their schools:

- Feel responsible that all students learn.
- Set high standards for themselves.
- Feel responsible for helping students develop self-control.
- Take responsibility for improving the school.
- Help maintain discipline in the entire school.
- Feel responsible to help other teachers do their best.
- Feel responsible when students fail.

The internal reliability coefficient for this measure is 0.85 for both 1997 and 1999.
40 percent reported having time for professional development built into their work schedules.73 Among Illinois respondents, 53 percent reported receiving release time and 36 percent reported having time built into their schedules for professional development. In comparative case studies of organizational influences on teacher learning in high schools, Jay Scribner found lack of time to be an endemic problem.74 Teachers in these studies reported never having enough time for serious professional development. They routinely faced opportunity costs of addressing one professional development need at the expense of another. The organization of their work schedules made individual inquiry and collaboration—both highly valued learning activities among the teachers in this study—extremely difficult. Due to lack of time, what collective learning took place rarely moved beyond surface-level discussions or skimming reading material. The frantic pace of high school teaching and stressors, such as maintaining a safe environment for students and staff, left teachers weary and often unwilling to participate in their own learning activities after school or on weekends.

In Chicago, the problem of time for professional development can be illustrated in several ways. In a 1998 Consortium report, BetsAnn Smith noted time constraints imposed by the teacher union’s contract with the system. The contract provides for 30 minutes of teacher preparation time every morning and up to 45 minutes for planning four days a week, not much time for quality professional development. The contract stipulates that teachers cannot work more than 33 hours a week without additional pay or without their schools obtaining contract waivers. Teachers receive five professional development days each summer, but these days tend to be used for classroom set-up or school administrative tasks rather than teacher learning activity. Smith also notes the possibility that the introduction of more after-school programs for students may have an unintended effect of reducing time that might be used for teacher professional development.

Another indicator of the problem of time comes from 1997 and 1999 Consortium teacher surveys. On these surveys teachers were asked to record their agreement or disagreement with the statement that they had enough time to “think carefully about, try, and evaluate new ideas” in their professional development. Their responses are shown in Figure 22. These responses make clear that shortage of time is a problem for many Chicago teachers. In 1997, 36 percent of elementary teachers and 49 percent of high school teachers reported that they did not have enough time to think carefully about, try, and evaluate new ideas in their professional development. Their responses are shown in Figure 22. These responses make clear that shortage of time is a problem for many Chicago teachers. In 1997, 36 percent of elementary teachers and 49 percent of high school teachers reported that they did not have enough time for care-ful thought, experimentation, and evaluation. These percentages fell slightly in 1999 to 32 percent and 46 percent respectively. Still, many teachers lack time for learning and making classroom improvements.

---

**Teachers’ Opinions of Whether They Have Enough Time To Think Carefully About, Try, and Evaluate New Ideas in Their Professional Development, 1997 and 1999**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1997</th>
<th>1999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elementary school</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage of Teachers

- Strongly agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly disagree

---
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Support from Principal Instructional Leadership

We found positive, statistically significant relationships between principal instructional leadership and the quality of teacher professional development. We found no significant relationships between principal leadership and the frequency of teacher participation in professional development. As shown in Figure 23, there are positive cross-sectional relationships between principal instructional leadership and the quality of teacher professional development. In 1997, strong principal leadership is associated with high quality professional development. We also found that in schools where principal leadership grew stronger, so too did the quality of teacher professional development increase. As shown by the first and third lines in the figure, professional development quality increased when principal leadership grew stronger, whether initial principal leadership was strong or weak. On the other hand, as shown by the second and fourth lines on this graph, professional development quality declined when principal leadership weakened, regardless of whether initial leadership was strong or weak.

These findings point to a mutually influential relationship between principal leadership and the quality of professional development teachers experience. On one hand, strong principal leadership may help bring high quality professional development to teachers and create a supportive context for it. Strong principal leadership may provide time for participation and opportunities for collaborative learning. It may provide opportunities and incentives for teachers to apply what they learn in professional development in their classrooms. At the same time, high quality teacher professional development may make new demands on

Figure 23

Relationship Between Principal Instructional Leadership and Quality of Professional Development

![Graph showing the relationship between principal instructional leadership and quality of professional development.](image)

- **Cross**: Strong leadership in 1997, improving from 1997 to 1999.
- **Square**: Weak leadership in 1997, improving from 1997 to 1999.
- **Diamond**: Weak leadership in 1997, declining from 1997 to 1999.

Weak leadership are schools 1 standard deviation or more below the mean. Strong leadership are schools 1 standard deviation or more above the mean. Improving leadership is 1 standard deviation or more above average change. Declining leadership is 1 standard deviation or more below average change.
principals for stronger instructional leadership. As high-quality professional development calls on teachers to engage in in-depth, sustained study, collaborate with other teachers, and take time to try out and evaluate new ideas in their classrooms, principals are called upon to support that activity. And, as quality professional development promotes school orientation toward innovation, so too is it likely to press principals to support it. It is important to note that principal leadership can be an impediment to teacher professional development; however, these findings point to an important reciprocal relationship. High quality professional development for teachers may also serve to strengthen school instructional leadership.

Support from School Orientation Toward Innovation
As we reported in Section III, there are positive relationships between school orientation toward innovation and teacher professional development. In that section, we focused on the influence of professional development participation and quality on orientation toward innovation. We return to those findings in this section and argue that orientation toward innovation can also promote effective professional development. As shown in Figure 24, there is a statistically significant, positive relationship between orientation toward innovation and teacher participation in professional development.

Figure 24

**Relationship of School Orientation Toward Innovation to Teacher Participation in Professional Development**

![Graph showing the relationship between school orientation toward innovation and teacher participation in professional development.](image)

**Relationship of School Orientation Toward Innovation to Quality of Professional Development**

![Graph showing the relationship between school orientation toward innovation and quality of professional development.](image)
development. In 1997, higher levels of orientation toward innovation are associated with greater teacher participation in professional development. Moreover, as shown by the first and third lines on the top graph of Figure 24, teacher participation in professional development increases as school orientation toward innovation increases. As shown by the second and fourth lines, professional development declines as orientation declines. These relationships exist whether orientation toward innovation is initially strong or weak. Taken with findings reported in Section III, these findings indicate that quality professional development can promote school orientation toward innovation, that in turn can promote greater teacher participation and increases in professional development quality. Greater participation in higher-quality professional development continues to promote greater orientation toward innovation.

**Support from Teacher Professional Community**

We also found a significant, positive relationship between teacher professional community and the quality of professional development. As shown in Figure 25, strong professional community is associated with high professional development quality. Weak professional community is associated with lower professional development quality. Figure 25 also shows that when professional community grows stronger, so does the quality of professional development. As shown by the first and third lines in the figure, professional development quality increases as teacher professional community are strong or weak. As shown by the second and fourth lines, professional development quality declines as orientation declines, whether initial orientation is strong or weak. On the other hand, as shown by the second and fourth lines on this graph, participation declines as orientation toward innovation declines, whether initial orientation is strong or weak. There is also a significant positive relationship between orientation toward innovation and professional development quality. As with participation, greater orientation toward innovation is associated in 1997 with higher levels of quality. In addition, increases in orientation toward innovation appear to lead to increases in professional development quality.
Discussion
Our findings provide evidence that principal leadership, school orientation toward innovation, and teacher professional community provide important support for professional development. Principals who exercise strong instructional leadership set high standards and expectations for teaching and student learning, communicate a clear vision for their schools, monitor student progress, and see professional development as important enough to press teachers to implement what they learn from it in their classrooms. It makes sense that principals who exercise such leadership would also support teacher professional development that is sustained and followed up, coherently focused, and related to students’ needs.

A school’s orientation toward innovation also supports teacher participation in high quality professional development. A school that is highly oriented toward innovation will communicate strong expectations to its teachers for ongoing learning and improvement. A school that is highly oriented toward innovation will also support professional development that engages teachers in learning activities that themselves lead to further experimentation and innovation. Effective professional development and school orientation toward innovation appear to support each other in reciprocal manner.

Finally, teacher professional community can support effective professional development. A professional community characterized by a focus on student learn-
ing, peer collaboration, and reflective dialog provides social and normative support for teacher participation in professional development that is collaborative, addresses students' and teachers' needs, and promotes collective improvement goals. A professional community that examines assumptions about teaching through reflective dialog supports professional development that is sustained and coherently focused on instructional improvement. Professional community that does not focus on student learning, and that is characterized by norms of professional privacy and individual autonomy rather than collective responsibility, will not easily support collaborative professional development or professional development that is coherently focused on school-wide improvement goals. Indeed, such a professional community may implicitly or explicitly communicate to teachers that they alone are responsible for their professional development.

Our findings also indicate that the relationships between professional development and principal leadership, school orientation toward innovation, and professional community are mutually influential. We cannot determine statistically whether simultaneous improvement in these school-level supports with improvement in professional development is a result of these supports affecting teachers' professional development experiences, or teachers' experiences promoting these school-level supports. Still, the logic of these relationships indicates that as leadership, orientation toward innovation, and professional community support effective teacher professional development, so too does effective professional development appear to promote the development of these important supports for school and instructional improvement. In this way effective teacher professional development serves as much more than a means to promote classroom instructional improvement. It works more systemically as a means of school improvement.
VII. Interpretive Summary

This report addressed three questions about teacher professional development. First, what makes professional development effective? Second, to what extent do Chicago teachers experience effective professional development and where are needs for improvement? And, third, what sources, means of delivery, and support, particularly at the school level, are important to promote effective professional development?

We presented a model that defines effective professional development by three elements—frequency of participation, exposure to appropriate content, and quality of pedagogy. High quality professional development is sustained, coherently focused, and followed-up. It involves collaborative work and learning with other teachers. It relates to needs of students and to school improvement goals. It provides teachers exposure to content related to improvements sought. Finally, it provides enough time for teachers to think carefully about, try out, and evaluate new ideas in their classrooms. We presented evidence that professional development so defined relates to teachers’ instructional practice and to school orientation toward innovation. Specifically, our findings point to the importance of pedagogical quality and exposure to particular content for improving instruction. We found that teacher participation in high-quality professional development can promote school orientation toward innovation, which in turn can support ongoing instructional improvement.

We found that professional development in Chicago is uneven. We found encouraging evidence that teacher participation in professional development increased between 1997 and 1999 and that slightly larger proportions of teachers are experiencing higher quality professional development. Improvement is particularly noteworthy in the system’s lowest-achieving schools, small schools, and schools on academic probation. System-wide, about 25 percent of Chicago teachers experience
what we call high quality professional development. Another 50 percent experience moderate quality that contains some positive elements that make it effective but may also contain weaknesses in other important elements such as the adequacy of follow-up activities and time for teachers to apply what they learn in their classrooms. About 25 percent of teachers report low or minimal quality experiences. Moreover, some groups of teachers who need support from strong professional development get less of it. These include high school teachers generally, beginning elementary school teachers, and teachers who work in large schools.

We found that teachers draw on many sources of professional development but that they participate most frequently in school-based activity. Teachers experience higher quality professional development when they draw on a combination of sources, including teacher networks, external professional organizations, and school-based activities. This combination of “inside-outside” sources provides an important mix of relevance, impetus, and expertise that promotes teacher learning and instructional improvement. We found more participation and higher quality professional development than average in probation schools and in schools participating in the Chicago Annenberg Challenge, particularly at the elementary level. Our analyses of professional development in probation and Annenberg schools analyses indicate that high-quality professional development can be delivered by external agents in mandatory as well as voluntary contexts. At the same time, we caution that the conditions under which even high quality professional development is provided may positively or negatively affect teachers’ participation, their learning, and their efforts to apply new learning in their classrooms. Over time, teachers may be less willing to participate in and act upon professional development that is imposed on them from external sources, no matter how high the quality.76

Finally, we found that effective professional development can be promoted by several school-level supports. Principals’ instructional leadership can promote more frequent teacher participation in professional development. A school’s orientation toward innovation and teacher professional community can provide social and normative support for participation in high-quality professional development and for instructional improvement. At the same time, we found evidence that professional development can also serve to strengthen school leadership and teacher professional community. We also noted the problem of time and the importance of system-level support for effective professional development.

While some Chicago teachers experience high-quality professional development and while the quality of professional development for others is improving, there is more work to be done. Professional development in Chicago remains, for many teachers, largely fragmented and pursued individually. Often Chicago teachers report that their professional development lacks qualities that make it effective. Notably lacking for some teachers are follow-up activities and time to think about, try out, and evaluate new ideas from professional development in their classrooms. These are important weaknesses that can compromise the effectiveness of professional development over time. Moreover, there are some groups of teachers who have substantial need for improvement in the quality of their professional development. These groups include high school teachers generally, beginning elementary teachers, and teachers who work in large schools. While there has been significant improvement in the quality of professional development of teachers in the system’s lowest-achieving elementary schools, and we stress the importance of continuing to provide these teachers with strong professional development, it is also important to work harder at providing high quality professional development to teachers in low-performing high schools. Finally, relatively few teachers receive extended exposure to content that, when linked with high-quality learning experiences, makes professional development an effective means of improving instruction.

If we take seriously the task of improving professional development, four matters should be consid-
First, it will be insufficient simply to increase teacher participation in professional development without also improving its pedagogical quality and promoting extended exposure to content conducive to instructional improvement. In other words, efforts to improve the effectiveness of professional development need to develop quality and content together.

Second, efforts to make professional development more effective must attend to its sources and the means by which professional development is delivered to teachers. Schools and the system should develop those sources that provide the highest quality professional development to teachers. Careful attention should be paid to two aspects of delivery. Externally-imposed, mandatory professional development may be necessary to “jump start” classroom improvement, but care should be taken to determine when externally-imposed professional development becomes counterproductive; that is, when it becomes a disincentive for teacher learning and change and a source of resistance. Our findings show that combinations of school-based activity and activity with teacher networks and external professional groups provide particularly high-quality professional development experiences. This raises the important matter of coordination among different sources of professional development to avoid fragmentation and promote coherent, sustained learning experiences for teachers.

Third, efforts to improve the effectiveness of professional development also need to attend to the development of school-level supports for teacher learning and instructional improvement. Time is a crucial resource that needs to be developed. Principal instructional leadership, school orientation toward innovation, and teacher professional community are also sources of support that may need to be developed. It is unlikely high-quality professional development will be effective for very long in schools where principal leadership does not embrace it. Nor is it likely that high quality professional development will be very effective in schools that fail to develop an orientation toward innovation and improvement. High-quality professional development appears to be an important means of developing these supportive contexts. Our analyses show that high-quality professional development can develop an orientation toward innovation that, in turn, can promote ongoing teacher learning and improvement. Moreover, high-quality professional development appears to promote teacher professional community and school leadership. It is likely, however, that additional direct efforts may need to be made to develop supportive principal leadership and to promote working relationships among teachers that will provide strong support for teacher learning and improvement, especially in schools with an initially weak base of human and social resources.

Finally, attention should be given to how system-level policies and procedures support or constrain effective professional development and instructional improvement. While this report does not examine system-level support of professional development per se, the literature strongly argues that in order for professional development to be effective, school systems need to provide adequate financial and political resources to support it. They need to make time for professional development and for making classroom improvement. Systems also need to provide direction, urgency, and intellectual leadership. They need to ensure that professional development is of high quality and is linked to system-level as well as school-level goals for improvement. Systems can coordinate and develop coherence among multiple sources of professional development. They can make sure that other policies and procedures do not inadvertently compromise the quality and effectiveness of teachers’ learning experiences.

To conclude, professional development done well can make an important contribution to improving education for Chicago students. But effective professional development requires substantial support at both school and system levels. Increasing the quality and effectiveness of professional development requires deep commitment and long, steady work. This report provides evidence that it is work worth doing.
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In our research, we consider school orientation toward innovation both an outcome and source of support for professional development. We argue that effective professional development should promote norms of experimentation and innovation among teachers. In turn, these norms should provide support for ongoing learning and professional development.
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The positive relationship between school orientation toward innovation measured as part of a larger construct of work orientation and student achievement is shown in Bryk et al. (forthcoming).

The instruction analyses were performed using two three-level hierarchical linear models, one with interactive instruction as the dependent variable and the other with didactic instruction as the dependent variable. In each equation, Level 1 was a measurement model which adjusted each teacher's measure of instruction for the degree of reliability with which their score was measured. Level 2 measured teachers' use of the instructional approach controlling for teachers' years of experience, race/ethnicity, education, and the relationship between use of the instructional approach and variables representing quality of professional development and time spent in professional development, as well as the four content areas of professional development. Level 3 controlled for school characteristics, including percentage of low-income students, school size, average student achievement, and school racial/ethnic composition (see Raudenbush et al., 2000). For information on the detailed statistics produced from these analyses, please contact the first or second author of this report.

This analysis was done using a three-level hierarchical linear model with a latent variable regression (see Raudenbush et al., 2000). Level 1 was a measurement model that adjusted each teacher's measure of orientation toward innovation for the degree of reliability with which the score was measured. Level 2—the teacher level—produced an estimate of school orientation toward innovation in 1997 and the change in orientation from 1997 to 1999 from the responses of teachers within the school in each year, controlling for each teacher's years of experience, race/ethnicity, and level of education. Level 3—the school level—adjusted each estimate of school orientation toward innovation for the demographic characteristics of the school—the percentage of low-income students, school size, average student achievement, and school racial/ethnic composition. At Level 3, estimates were produced of the relationship between the professional development variables—average quantity and quality of professional development in 1997 and change in the average quantity and quality of professional development from 1997 to 1999—and school orientation toward innovation in 1997, as well as change in school-level orientation from 1997 to 1999. A latent variable regression was then performed in which the estimate of school orientation for 1997 was entered as a control in the estimation of change in orientation from 1997 to 1999. By controlling for the initial level of orientation toward innovation, we adjusted for the fact that schools with high levels of innovation are less likely to show change in orientation (i.e., regression to the mean). For information on the detailed statistics produced from these analyses, please contact the first or second author of this report.
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Additional information on construction of these measures can be obtained from the Consortium on Chicago School Research.
We conducted these instruction analyses using both 1997 and 1999 data separately and found similar results both years in terms of frequency of participation and professional development quality. Because we lack 1999 data on professional development content, we could not examine content in both years. So, we present the findings of our analyses of 1997 data to maintain consistency across all three elements of professional development we examined.

This finding is consistent with Cohen and Hill’s (2000) study of the effects of professional development on classroom implementation of math frameworks in California. That study showed that teachers’ participation in professional development of high pedagogical quality that focused specifically on the framework was associated with greater change in teacher practice in the direction of the framework than high quality professional development focused on general principles of math instruction.

Only 5 percent of the variance in frequency of professional development is explained by differences in average school frequency of professional development, as determined by an unconditional HLM model. Only 13 percent of the variance in professional development quality is between rather than within schools.

The data reported here are means, that is, average levels of professional development frequency and quality.

That greater percentages of teachers can experience high quality professional development while the average quality of professional development does not increase can be explained by shifts in teachers’ ratings of professional development quality within levels of quality. So, while more teachers “crossed-over” the line from moderate to high quality professional development in 1999, other teachers experiencing high quality professional development in 1997 moved down within the high quality category. When such shifts between and within categories of quality are considered, it is possible to see how more teachers can experience high quality professional development while the overall quality remains steady.

Tests of the significance of different levels of professional development by different teacher and school characteristics are for each year—1997 and 1999—and each type of school—elementary and high school—and combination models for measuring the change of professional development from 1997 to 1999. In each model the first level was a measurement model, the second level measured teachers, and the third model measured schools. Each test of group differences controlled for all other teacher and school characteris-
Empirical support for the positive effects of these school-levels supports on student achievement may be found in Bryk et al. (forthcoming).


We did not consider the influence of school organizational supports on teacher exposure to different professional development content. As explained earlier, we do not have 1999 data on content exposure to measure change between 1997 and 1999. Furthermore, the particular organizational supports we are studying are on their face “neutral.” There is no reason that any should be related to teacher exposure to any particular content area over another.
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See Newmann, King, and Youngs (2000).

This issue is discussed in detail in Fenstermacher and Berliner (1985) and Fullan (1991).

See Newmann, King, and Youngs (2000).
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